Chromosome changes in metastatic human melanoma.
Cytogenetic studies were performed on human malignant melanoma cells from eight metastatic lesions. Five tumors displayed near-triploid and three near-diploid chromosome numbers. Chromosomes #1, #6, #7, followed by #2 and #9, were found to be most frequently involved in structural aberrations. Aberrations involving chromosome #1, with deletions or translocations of 1p, involving region 1p12-1p22 in seven of eight breakpoints of the p arm were observed. Seven of nine breakpoints of 6q were located at region 6q15-6q21. Most of the breakpoints on chromosome #7 occurred near the centromeric region. All tumors had additional chromosome material involving 1q, chromosome #7 (7q in two tumors), and in five tumors an increased dose of chromosome #6 (6p in one tumor). The nonrandom breakpoints of these and other chromosomes involved diverse bands, including loci of oncogenes and fragile sites. The observation of nonrandom chromosomal changes in advanced malignant melanoma suggests that genes important in the progression of melanoma are located on chromosomes #1, #6, and #7.